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About the Spider Club
The Spider Club of Southern Africa is a non-profit organisation. Our aim is to encourage an
interest in arachnids – especially spiders and scorpions – and to promote this interest and
the study of these animals by all suitable means.
Membership is open to anyone – people interested in joining the club may apply to any
committee member for information.
Field outings, day visits, arachnid surveys and demonstrations, workshops, and exhibits are
arranged from time to time. A diary of events and outings is published at the end of this
newsletter.

Contact us
WEBSITE: http://www.spiderclub.co.za

EMAIL ADDRESS: info@spiderclub.co.za

at “The Spider Club of Southern Africa”

Your committee; always available and ready to help
Astri Leroy (chairman)
Jackie Collier
Caren Neal (membership)
Rudolph Steenkamp (newsletter)
JP Schutte (webmaster)

073 168 7187
084 311 4849
083 753 2946
084 626 8182
076 926 1121

astri@spiderclub.co.za
jacky.collier@vodamail.co.za
caren@nicholsonsmith.co.za
rudolphsteinkampf@gmail.com
j-p@cogit.co.za
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FROM THE HUB

Sjoe, so okay! Quo vadis, or where to go from here? Everything changed for all of us since 12
midnight last Thursday.
We have cancelled all our events until further notice and will only cautiously reinstate them if and
when we are permitted to “unlock”. Like many, I am pretty convinced that our current lockdown will
continue after 16 April.
It has not only been the world-changing disaster caused by the Covid-19 virus but I am sure you have
noticed that the structure of the club itself has changed. We no longer really have a committee but
we DO have committed club members, notably Rudi Steenkamp (aka Hrodulf Steinkampf) who has
volunteered to edit The Spider Club News; Caren Neal is our membership (and social?) secretary;
and I guess I continue as reluctant chair, but I am really happy to hand most of the running of The
Spider Club to younger people.
Thank goodness for technology and particularly social media! At least we can all keep in touch and
our various platforms of communication are very much alive and well. I have a distinct feeling that
those of us who come out on the other side of this crisis will be different, will find the world
different, and may find we have different priorities.
Like millions and millions of people around the world, I am scared but as others have said, I think we
could all learn from this crisis. It is so obvious now that we are all connected, we are all the same, we
are all able to contract this scary disease, and any of us could be carriers. The other thing is that
humanity is resilient and in the face of an immediate and imminent threat, most people,
organisations, and governments, including ours, have taken action and have all worked together.
People CAN do it; I hope it lasts.
On the other side of the coin, this might be what the world has been looking for, something to curb
the exponential growth in the numbers of our species but I don’t think this is IT. Perhaps us oldies
will be taken out of the equation to make way for our descendants; perhaps that’s a good thing (but
not for me personally!). AIDS hasn’t done it, nor has Ebola, or even the “Spanish” flu, but maybe the
combination of some of these ills and the breakdown of society that will undoubtedly be the
aftermath of the pandemic WILL. We shall just have to wait and see. Perhaps, just perhaps, it will be
a wake-up call for more of us to cherish the natural world and all that’s in it. So keep looking at the
small creatures around your home and garden, tell us about them, and take photos of them AND
SEND THE STORIES TO RUDI at rudolphsteinkampf@gmail.com
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Happy arachnologists
Here’s a group photo of the delegates at the 13th Colloquium of AFRAS, the African
Arachnological Society, held over three days at the ATKV resort Klein Kariba just outside
Bela-Bela. It was all immensely enjoyable, interesting, sociable, and easy going. Have a look
at this lovely bunch of people. You will know many of them by repute even if you have never
met them. I thoroughly recommend attending the next AFRAS Colloquium, which will be
held in Gauteng, either in or near Pretoria.

Back row, from left: Ruan Booysen, Ansie Dippenaar, Yuri Marusik, Colin Schoeman, Greg Canning, Jan-Andries Neethling,
Inam Yekwayo, Monika Mowery, Milan’s lady, Tharina Bird, Elizabeth Jocqué.
Second row: Norman Larsen, Peter Webb, Hannelene Badenhorst, Arina Duplessis, Danilo Harmse, Rudy Jocqué, Tembile
Khoza, Priya Mitra, Anka Eichhoff.
Front row: Zingisile Mbo, Astri Leroy, Jacky Collier, Robin Lyle, Milan Rezác, Daniel Nkwanko, Galina Azarkina, Charles
Haddad.
Front, reclining: Stefan Foord.
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MY REPORT ON THE 13TH AFRAS
COLLOQUIUM 19 – 23 January 2020
BY ASTRI LEROY

Before I go any further, I need to apologise for not advising The Spider Club in general about
the AFRAS colloquium, mostly because I was completely thrown by Jane Faiola’s illness and
subsequent death in mid-December, so this year I only notified a few Spider Club members
individually, rather late, and only Jacky Collier and I attended. Attendance is open to anyone
who works on African arachnids.
For those of you who don’t recognise the acronym AFRAS, it stands for the African
Arachnological Society. AFRAS colloquia (plural of “colloquium”, which is just another name
for a scientific meeting or conference) are held every three years in different parts of South
Africa and historically twice in Namibia. So a little history here: AFRAS started out as the
Research Group for the Study of South African Arachnids (RGSAA) in 1986. This year’s
colloquium was held from 19 to 23 January at Klein Kariba in Limpopo. For the record, it was
on a rainy night in one of the warm-water pools at Klein Kariba during the RGSAA
Colloquium in 1995 (5th Colloquium) that the name was officially changed to AFRAS.
This year’s meeting was hosted by Stefan
Foord of Univen (University of Venda) and
the rest of the organising committee of Ansie
Dippenaar-Schoeman
(Univen
and
Agricultural Research Council), Robin Lyle
and Petro Marais (also of ARC), and Vida van
der Walt, who ran the photo competition.
Klein Kariba is just the other side of BelaBela, about two hours from Johannesburg in
the beautiful Waterberg and the facilities are
perfect for a small conference. With just 22
presenters, the formal part only lasted two
days, with a fieldtrip on the third day. Most
of the delegates were from South Africa, with
fewer foreign delegates attending than
during some of the previous colloquia. The
presentations were varied and interesting, Profs Stefan Foord and Ansie Dippenaar-Schoeman. Stefan
Foord, from the University of Venda, was the main
ranging from Systematics, Conservation, organiser of the Colloquium. I think everyone knows Ansie,
Ecology, and Biogeography to photographic the matriarch of African arachnology.
observations. For example, a lovely
presentation was given by Anka Eichoff on spiders in the northeastern bush savanna of
Namibia, “Cuddly homes and nest building of spiders observed and photographed …”. Two
papers in the Ecology section interested me tremendously. Inam Yekwayo showed that
ground-dwelling spiders’ populations recover more slowly than web-building spiders’
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populations after a fire (she is just SO gorgeously elegant!) and Craig Canning presented a
paper on the effects of fire disturbance on spider communities on Welgevonden Game
Reserve. They answered some of my questions about veld burning!
Arina Du Plessis gave two presentations: one on the epidemiology of spider bites and the
other on “Cytotoxic spider bites: Cases of mistaken identity”. There was a moment when we
held our breath, expecting drama, but it did not happen!

Galina trying to show me how to identify a salticid.
From left to right: Robin Lyle, Inam Yekwayo, Galina,
Astri, and Ruan Booysen.

Galina Azarkina, whom many of you know from
Facebook, bravely did her first presentation in
English on the aelurilline salticids of the
Afrotropical region, noting that the majority of
genera occur in South Africa (49 species) and
East Africa (41 species), and she went on to
point out that the aelurilline fauna of our
region is underestimated. The seasoned
campaigners, often university lecturers, are so
used to presenting that they come over really
well. These people include Rudy Jocqué,
Tharina Bird, Arina Du Plessis, and so on. The
backroom girls and boys and students
sometimes falter, but Zingisile Mbo, who
studies with Charles Haddad in Bloemfontein,
aced it and received the Best Student
Presentation award for his work on the
phylogeny of the genus Clubiona.

Some of us in The Spider Club helped collect brown button spiders for Monika Mowery. She
is studying how behaviour and life history have shifted in invasive populations of
Latrodectus geometricus around the world. We felt we had a stake in her presentation and
it will be good to receive feedback once the study is completed. It was good to meet her and
warn her about any collecting that she might envision in the Cape! Norman Larsen and I told
her to be very careful anywhere in any of the Cape
provinces and especially so in the Western Cape and
not even THINK of picking up a spider in any of Cape
Nature’s official reserves!

Collin Schoeman and Robin Lyle in animated
conversation.

Of course, spiders were the main topic but were not
the only arachnids covered. There were two
presentations on pseudoscorpions, but scorpion
presentations were strangely absent. Galina’s
workshops were fascinating. “Drawing for
publication” gave many of us the “wants” but it was
way too high tech for me and anyway beyond my, or
the club’s, limited resources but Salticidae
identification was more doable… I think. There is no
way I can comment on all the presentations and if
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any of you out there feel I have left you out, or left out something of immense interest, my
apologies!
Naturally, meetings are not all about the official side of things and, as usual, the social side
was wonderful. The best is seeing old friends and meeting new ones and networking,
networking, NETWORKING! Jackie and I had our cameras handy most of the time and she,
Peter Webb, and I did some night photography, which is always amazing. The first evening
we got settled in and had a braai in a venue called the Skaaklapa (most of us heard
“Skaaplapa” and thought not of chess but sheep). The photo competition was on Monday
evening and unsurprisingly some of those amazing photographers we know from Facebook
walked off with the prizes. This caused some consternation because none of them were
present. There will probably be a rethink about entrance criteria for photo competitions at
future AFRAS colloquia, if they even happen again.

Jacky Collier and I stayed in one of the lakeside cottages.

Two memorable dinners were the Russian dinner, hosted by Yura and Irina Marusik on
Tuesday, and the official colloquium dinner on Wednesday after a free day of collecting in
the Makapans Valley, which has many caves. I misunderstood the time to set off so we had
to find the way ourselves, but I had been there before and I had a mission in mind – to find a
cave my son Marc had described
to me long ago and told me
contained interesting spiders. I
described what I knew of the cave
to our guide, who took us there.
We found the spider in question,
which is probably Phyxelida
makapanensis.
There
were
Loxosceles there too, so mission
accomplished! Here is a picture of
the Russian food; lots of caviar to
be washed down with various
shades and flavours of vodka. Here
is a photo of the official dinner,
Russian food: caviar on bread.
which you can see is less exotic.
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The formal dinner

The Russians, Yura and Irina Marusik from Magadan in the Russian Far East doling
out vodka, and Elizabeth Jocque, Rudi Joque’s wife, helping herself to some wine.

On Thursday morning a few of us left for the post-colloquium excursion, to one of my
favourite parts of South Africa, the western Soutpansberg; but that is another story!
Attending an AFRAS colloquium without a subsidy is pretty expensive, particularly when the
venue is distant. Never mind, help may be in sight for the next colloquium: registration
R1 500.00, accommodation R3 699.00, the post-colloquium excursion R2 200.00, but it is
WELL worth it. In the past, The Spider Club’s funds were sufficient to subsidise one
attendee, either for the cost of registration, and/or the cost of accommodation and/or
travel to the venue, but we spent a lot of our money last year in acquiring a good
microscope for club use. With any luck, we will have enough in our bank account by 2023 to
help at least one club member to attend. There will of course be terms and conditions, such
as the attendee will have to present either a paper or a poster, be a registered member of
The Spider Club, and be willing to report back to the club on the meeting. Think about it, it’s
so good to meet the scientists and get a grip on the real deal of arachnology in our part of
Africa.
Astri, Roodepoort, 2020.03.22
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The Post-Colloquium Excursion

Four of the eight delegates at the post-colloquium excursion. From left: Astri Leroy, Rudy Jocqué, Elizabeth Jocqué, and
Danilo Harmse.

After the colloquium, eight delegates had the opportunity to go on an epic post-colloquium
excursion. This was real spider stuff (oh and pseudoscorpion stuff), not a talk shop but a
collect, observe, and photograph event in an absolutely stunning venue far, far from the
madding crowd. The company of eight was delightful; Stefan Foord, Jacky Collier, and I
represented South Africa, Danilo Harms Germany, Rudi and Elizabeth Jocqué Belgium, and
Yura and Irina Marusik Russia.
Towards the end of last year, Stefan Foord asked if I would help him to organise the postcolloquium excursion. It didn’t take a huge effort for us to decide where to go; we both love
the western Soutpansberg, and as Stefan knows the area really well, he suggested Kutetsha
research camp situated on the southern slopes of the mountain range. In my imagination, a
research camp would have basic dormitory-type accommodation and boring food. How very
wrong I was on both accounts! The accommodation bordered on the luxurious, the
amenities were first class, and the price was almost ludicrous at R2200.00 for three nights’
full board. The food was wonderful (except for the mopane worms), accompanied each
night with good wine, and the surrounding forest, bush, and garden were a paradise for
arachnologists! It’s not surprising that the food was so good; our delightful hosts, Jan and
Emmie, have been restauranteurs in a previous life. From my perspective, any future postcolloquium excursion will be hard pressed to live up to this one. The road from the R522 to
Kutetsha is, however, not for the fainthearted, and is only accessible with a 4x4, and is in
places more like a stony riverbed than a road. Due to several unforeseen circumstances we
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had only one capable vehicle between us so there were some logistical problems, but it all
worked out in the end.
Jackie and I did a lot of photography; much of it at night. It was magical. We found two
species of Argiope: A. trifasciata (making her egg sac) and A. aurocincta; the latter took one
Astri Leroy
look at our cameras, dropped from her web
and was never seen again. A third species was
a tiny subadult male I brought back from
Schoemansdal, which was identified by Ansie
Dippenaar from one of Jackie’s photos as
either A. levii or A. flavipalpis. I collected it to
try to raise it to adulthood but it sadly did not
survive the six-hour journey in a hot car back
to Joburg so we will never know what it was.
Male garden orb weaver (Argiope), either A. levii or A. flavipalpis
The garden blended seamlessly with the forest and a stream had been diverted to ponds, so
there were fishing spiders (Nilus spp.) all over the place. There were frogs, white butterflies
sleeping in the grass by night and little blue ones dancing in the sun by day, mating banana
slugs, armoured crickets, crowned guinea fowl, samango monkeys, and the absolute
freedom to wander where we wanted.
On the second day Stefan took us to a hunting farm on the dry northern side of the
mountains. It was like a different world: dry, rocky, and just as fascinating. Danilo was in his
element, finding pseudoscorpions, and I was delighted to be able to photograph Uroecobius
ecribellatus (spotted star-web spiders). A small Parabuthus transvaalicus entertained us
while we packed out our lunch at the side of the pool and we spent quite a lot of time
prying bark off trees to find more pseudoscorpions! They are great to collect; so small that
you can fit scores, if not hundreds, into one small vial.
Astri Leroy
Astri Leroy

Star web spider (Uroecobius ecribellatus)

Astri Leroy

Transvaal thick-tail scorpion (Parabuthus transvaalicus)

Astri Leroy

Astri Leroy

Pseudoscorpion (family Garypidae)

On the Saturday we visited Schoemansdal, an environmental education centre that was
once a veldskool. We spent several happy hours in the forest behind the school collecting
and photographing. I was intrigued to notice that juvenile Portia schultzi (dandy jumping
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spiders) had congregated on a curtain web in a hollow tree trunk that looked like the web of
a diplurid. The most spectacular spider that day was a beautiful Mexcala quadrimaculata
(four-spot ant-like jumping spider).
Astri Leroy

Four-spot ant-like jumping spider (Mexcala quadrimaculata)

Here are some of the other spiders we found:
Jacky Collier

Jacky Collier

A bum-eyed spider (Araneus legonensis) in her retreat

Crab spider (Thomisidae), possibly Diaea punctata
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Jacky Collier

Daddy longlegs (Pholcidae), possibly Quamtana sp.

Jacky
JackyCollier
Collier

Tailed orb weaver (Eriovixia sp.)

Jacky Collier

Unknown family, possibly a spiny-legged sac spider (Liocranidae).

Our adventure ended on Sunday, when we had to take the long, long drive home.
Astri Leroy, 1 April 2020
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Albert’s Farm Spider Walk, 1 March 2020
BY CAREN NEAL

We had another fantastic trip to Albert’s Farm on 1 March. We had some new people
attend who had never been on a walk with the Spider Club before. We had quite a nice
turnout on the day.
And of course, there were some beautiful
arachnid finds. In fact, Henning Boshoff and his
son found an orange lungless spider (Caponia sp.,
Caponiidae) close to the parking lot while we were
waiting for everyone to arrive. This started off the
walk in such a nice way as it was a first for quite a
few people (including me!).

Jacky Collier

Orange lungless spider (Caponia sp.)

Jacky Collier

Monaeses sp. crab spider (Thomisidae)

Albert’s Farm recently had quite a bit of rain, so the
grass was very thick and we knew we would find
some nice grass-dwelling spiders. And we were not
wrong. We found many grass-dwellers in the sweep
nets. If memory serves me correctly, we found at
LEAST 10 or more Tibellus spp. (grass running
spiders) of all sizes. We also found a large variety of
crab spiders (Thomisidae). We came across a little
wolf spider (Lycosidae) carrying her egg sac.

We looked in the bark of trees and also found some scorpion spiders (Platyoides spp. in the
Trochanteriidae family). We collected both a male and a female. In one of the tree trunk
hollows, we also picked up a beautiful brown button (Latrodectus geometricus) female. On
another tree we found a rather large daddy longlegs (Pholcidae) clutching her egg sac.
Jacky Collier

Jacky Collier

Male and female scorpion spiders (Platyoides sp.)

Female wolf spider (Pardosa sp.) carrying her egg sac
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Jacky Collier

Astri using her trusty old sweep net.

We left no rock unturned, but were careful to always put everything back the way we found
it. There were some beautiful scorpions found under rocks as well as in the ground traps
that were placed there.
We surveyed for a few hours until it started to drizzle, and then we headed off to
Marianne’s house to take some photos and do a proper ID on them. This also gave us a
chance to discuss our finds and to ask any questions that we had and to document the vast
variety of species that we had collected and/or viewed. One of our members, Johan Heyns,
brought his microscope camera setup, which we all found very interesting to be able to see
and use.
This was a lovely walk to (unfortunately) end our walks for the season before the Corona
virus pandemic hit us.

I hope more people will join us on our next adventure!
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Sex: A complicated game for
Lactrodectus
BY RUDOLPH STEENKAMP

It is a generally accepted fact that spiders
can only mate when they are adults, but
recent research by Sentenská, Uhl and
Lubin (2020:53-59) shows that the adult
males of two species of widow spiders,
the cosmopolitan brown widow and the
Australian
redback
(Latrodectus

geometricus and Latrodectus hasselti
respectively) have the ability to mate with
late subadult females before the females’
final moult. This raised some questions,
most notably regarding the benefits of
mating with a subadult female rather than
with an adult female.

... adult females who have cannibalised the male are less receptive
to other mates, which secures the “suicidal” male’s reproductive
success.

As the common name suggests, widow
spiders (or button spiders, as we call them
in South Africa) often engage in sexual
cannibalism, where the female eats the
male after mating. In many such cases,
the male wilfully somersaults himself into
the chelicerae of the female. According to
Andrade (2006), adult females who have
cannibalised the male are less receptive to
other mates, which secures the “suicidal”
male’s reproductive success. Still,
according to Sentenská et al.’s study, even
though males mostly preferred to mate
with adult females, they sometimes

preferred to mate with a late subadult
female (no more than four days before
the female’s final moult). Their findings
suggest that late subadult females do not
engage in sexual cannibalism, hence it is
safer for a male to mate with a subadult
female. The male will also have the
chance to mate with other females, and
not just one in his lifetime. For example,
the study showed that when mating with
an adult female, 88% of the males were
cannibalised, while none of the males who
mated with late subadults were eaten.

In courting adult females, the male L. geometricus spider vibrates
for longer and removes larger parts of the female’s web than in
courting subadult females

However, Andrade’s (2006) study showed
that males who are cannibalised mated

for longer and transferred more sperm
than males who were not cannibalised, so
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playing it safe with a subadult female has
the risk of lower fertility. The other
disadvantage is that a subadult female still
has to undergo a final moult before being
able to produce eggs, and considering that
spiders are extremely vulnerable during
and shortly after a moult, there is a risk
that the female will not survive to lay
eggs.
Sentenská et al. also discovered that
males who approach a subadult female
will not engage in a courtship ritual as
much as they do with adult females. The
courtship ritual of male Latrodectus spp.
involves vibrating on the web and cutting

the female’s web and adding his own silk.
In courting adult females, the male L.
geometricus spider vibrates for longer and
removes larger parts of the female’s web
than in courting subadult females, which
ultimately means that fewer males will
approach the female in the future
because the “male” web indicates that
she has already received a suitor.
Therefore, mating with a subadult female
runs the risk of her finding another suitor,
but then again, the reduced courtship
ritual also means that they do not attract
the attention of potential predators,
which reduces the chances of them being
eaten before mating.

In the case where males chose a late subadult female, it was always
within only four days before her final moult.

Sentenská et al. found that when adult
males were given a choice between a late
subadult and adult female, they preferred
the adult female. Besides the reasons
mentioned above, this is largely due to
the sex pheromones on the adult female’s
web. In the case where males chose a late
subadult female, it was always within only
four days before her final moult. Since
these pheromones are absent on subadult
females’ webs, it seems that there are
other cues that tell the male how old the
female is. These cues might also be
chemical, considering that the males only
approached the subadult females after
touching their webs.

In conclusion, male brown button spiders
and redback spiders have to make a
choice: mate with a late subadult female
and live, but with a higher risk of not
producing offspring, or mate with an adult
female and get eaten, but at least
increase the chance of passing on your
genes. In humans, this might seem to be a
difficult choice, but almost two-thirds of
the Lactrodectus males in this study
preferred to increase their chances of
producing offspring, even if it meant they
would get eaten in the process.
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On the topic of mating between sexually size dimorphic spiders, this male Argiope australis
was very careful in approaching the female’s epigyne (which looks a lot like a chipmunk with
its cheeks stuffed with nuts). He tiptoed on her abdomen for about 30 minutes before I gave
up. After two hours I returned, but he was gone. I’m not sure if he got eaten or if he gets to
live another day.
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Eight-Legged Freaks
BY JOUBERT HEYMANS
Like most of us, I’m sure, spiders can’t
wait for the cold winter months to end to
get on with their interesting lives. This
means there’s more food going around
and also indicates the start of the mating
season for most.
I try to spend most of my free time
outside doing what I love – photographing
the “eight-legged-freaks”, to quote an old
movie. Being bound to the rough and
tough of city life, it’s the great outdoors
that regenerates my battery.
For the last four years, I’ve been surveying
a certain 12.4 km stretch of gravel road,
45 km north of Pretoria with the main aim
to record as much photographic data as

possible to build a database that can be
used by someone in the future.
The habitat is dry bushveld with an
elevation of 945 m on the south and
1 060 m in the north. The rainy season
tends to start late August, and most of my
sightings are in middle September.
All the sightings are based on individuals
crossing the dirt road at night, hence the
chances of missing anything is quite good.
Observing a male spiny trapdoor spider
(family Idiopidae) crossing the dirt road at
night is not that hard. Their black
colouration against the brown dusty road
makes them easy to spot.

Male Idiopidae
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These males are busy searching for females in their quest to mate. Seeing as the females
don’t leave their closed-off burrows, the males have quite some work to do to find their
counterparts. Once a male discovers a willing female, it’s vital that the male puts his best
foot forward and keeps the fastest escape route at hand. Mating takes place in the burrow
with a semi-closed lid. Only the back legs of the male will keep a grip on the outside world
for a possible fast escape.

Front tarsus

Ventral side

African wafer-lid trapdoor spider (Ancylotrypa sp.)
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African wafer-lid trapdoor spider (Ancylotrypa sp.)

Apart from the abovementioned trapdoor spiders, the rain also brings out the wolf spiders.
Unlike other spiders, the Lycosidae family has a unique gift in the sense that their eyes
reflect light. This enables us to spot them from quite a distance in a car’s lights or a
headlamp at night.

Not being medically significant and having a very relaxed nature, they’re one of the easiest
spiders to explore if you are starting out as a spider newbie.
In essence, what I’ve learned during this time surveying is that if you’re looking to come
across spiders (and other invertebrates too!), the temperature and humidity play a very
important role. I don’t think I fully understand the perfect conditions just yet, but hopefully
someday, using the data that I’ve captured, I’ll be able to work out what the best conditions
are out there and search for these amazing creatures!
The Spider Club News: April 2020 – Volume 36 No.1
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What is a calamistrum?
I was idly scrolling through National Geographic History and chanced on an article on first-century
AD Roman beauty therapies, when the word “calamistrum” caught my attention. As you can
imagine, they were not talking about things arachnological but about a metal instrument heated and
used by her slave to primp a Roman lady’s hair by curling the hair around it. This was the best
illustration I could find and if you check that lady’s hairstyle, you can see why curling was needed!

Another little pearl (sorry!) of useless knowledge is that pearls were prized far higher than diamonds
in Ancient Rome.
Now to the arachnological meaning and illustration:
Calamistrum (pl. = calamistra): a row of curved, toothed setae (bristles) on the metatarsus of the
fourth pair of legs of cribellate spiders, used to comb out silk from the cribellum

WHAT IS A CRIBELLUM?

Cribellum: a flattened plate, or paired sieve-like plates, from which fluffy, hackled silk is
produced – situated in front of the spinnerets of certain spiders
Therefore:
Cribellate: provided with a cribellum.
Cribellate silk: (or hackled silk) silk produced from the cribellum of cribellate spiders and
which is combed out with the calamistrum.
Cribellate spider, light eyed: common name for the family Amaurobiidae.
A spider without a cribellum is said to be “ecribellate”.
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Spider of the Month runner-ups
Since we can only have one spider of the month on our Facebook group, it seems a bit
unfair that all the other wonderful candidates don’t get a bit of recognition as well, so we’ll
include the runner-ups in this section of the newsletter.

Scorpion-tail spider (Arachnura
scorpionoides), taken by Michael
Green in Onrus River.

Camel-back net-casting spider (Menneus camelus), poised with her “net” to strike at
prey roaming underneath her. Taken by Jordan du Toit in Randburg, Johannesburg.

Skinny daddy long-legs (Leptopholcus gracilis) carrying her egg
sacs. Taken by Bruce Blake.

A spotted hairy field spider (Araneus holzapfelae),
taken by Desiré Pelser in Kloof, KZN.

Asemonea sp. jumping spider, taken by
Johan Heyns in Malalane, Mpumalanga.

A dandy jumping spider (Portia sp.), taken by Jo Da Nobrega in Mazambuka,
Zambia. Given the location, it could be either P. schultzi or P. africana. She is
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Tribute to a titan
Norman Platnick (30 December 1951 – 8 April 2020)
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As stated before, there will be no events until the lockdown has been lifted
and we are allowed to get together again.

For those with gardens, this is a good time to go looking for spiders and
photograph them. For those without gardens, now is the time to explore your
house. You might just find a rare spider under your couch...

Until then, stay safe, and stay at home if you can.

Don’t be like these spiders:

Community-nest spiders (Stegodyphus sp.)

Wandering spider (Ctenus sp.)

Rather follow the example of these spiders:

House funnel-web spider
(Tegenaria domestica)

False house button spider (Theridion purcelli)
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